
Writing Guidelines

Always create an example outline for approval before writing the entire piece

Who We Are

Mission: To enable employers to work with their employees to pay off their student debt

Blog Purpose: To generate leads by building confidence in an employer’s ability to help employees

Audience: Employers, HR Managers, graduates in student loan debt

How to Express Your Writing

Tone: Approachable, understanding, not sales-y, authentic.

This blog is a great example: https://self-publishingschool.com/hemingway-app-editor/

Perspective: First Person

Style: Conversational with a persuasive edge (see example above)

Organization: Short, concise sentences that hook the reader.

Length: 2-3 sentences per paragraph

Avoid: ellipsis, exclamation marks, blanketed adjectives (great), and adverbs (words that end in -ly),
non-definitive words (e.g. probably, maybe, approximately)

Headlines: ideally action-oriented (No more than 60 characters)

https://self-publishingschool.com/hemingway-app-editor/


Required SEO Optimization for Graphics

1. When to Use Blog Images

For tutorial content and general content about tools and software, include pictures to better show what
you’re describing.

This post is a great example: https://self-publishingschool.com/book-writing-software-best/

We should have at least two blog images for every post.

2. How to Optimize Blog Images

Do not use stock photos for blog post images.

Make sure to add a drop shadow to all blog images.

To do this, use PicMonkey.

For tutorial-like content, we need pictures like this one:

It uses an arrow to guide people.

You can make these arrows using these two free screenshot Chrome extension tools:

● Lightshot
● Nimbus Screenshot (arrows and text)

https://self-publishingschool.com/book-writing-software-best/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/lightshot-screenshot-tool/mbniclmhobmnbdlbpiphghaielnnpgdp?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/nimbus-screenshot-screen/bpconcjcammlapcogcnnelfmaeghhagj?hl=en


Adjust images:

● To change image size, use this free tool: http://picresize.com/
● Make sure to compress all images with this tool: https://compressimage.toolur.com/

Ensure all image posts aren’t too big in the blog post: Select the image then change the Width or
percentage on the right-hand side.

http://picresize.com/
https://compressimage.toolur.com/


Always include Alt Text

Alt Text is located on the right-hand side in the screenshot above.

The Alt Text should include a 2 - 4 word description of the image.

It can be as simple as “student loan repayment options”

Any image you upload should have a relevant keyword in its name structure.

An example of this is “studentloans.png”

This helps rank the image in Google Image search.

3. How to Optimize the Featured Image

For the featured image, you can grab it here: https://allthefreestock.com/

Check out the links under “Free Stock Photos”

f

However, let’s avoid stock photos anywhere else in the post.

● Ensure blog featured images have a maximum width of 1170px.
● To change image size, use this free tool: http://picresize.com/
● Make sure to compress all images with this tool: https://compressimage.toolur.com/

https://allthefreestock.com/
http://picresize.com/
https://compressimage.toolur.com/


● Don’t add a drop shadow to the featured image

Required SEO Optimization for Text

Please note this post example as an excellent way to include the primary keyword (in this case “book
writing software”) in multiple H2 headlines and also an overall well-optimized post for SEO:
https://self-publishingschool.com/book-writing-software-best/

1. Primary Keyword

Include the primary keyword in the headline, URL structure, subheadline, first paragraph, and, at
least, several more places.

For capitalizing H2 titles, use this tool: https://headlinecapitalization.com/

2. Lists and Bullet Points

Include bulleted list in (section) with at least 4 bullet points

Included # list with at least 3 number points

3. Internal Linking

Optimize each post for the category keyword(s):

Include each category keyword at least three times in the post

Include at least one internal link to each pillar post: https://airtable.com/shrKag3TpRKEfBEGu

https://self-publishingschool.com/book-writing-software-best/
https://headlinecapitalization.com/
https://airtable.com/shrKag3TpRKEfBEGu


We should have at minimum 8 internal links per post - all unique.

Only link the words the other post is trying to rank for. So if the other post is trying to rank for “book
writing software” then those are the words you want to link.

You can quickly see your other posts here for internal linking purposes:

Keep the internal linking organic:

For example, if you are linking to client.com/best-marketing-conferences, use “best marketing
conferences” as the hyperlink text

4. External Linking

Always link to one credible source (super high-traffic site).

Google likes when sites link to high authority sites.

When writing about tools, link to them.

Make sure to use no-follow in the HTML for the links to other websites.

To add the nofollow attribute:

● Find the part of the HTML that says href="examplesite.com"



● Add rel="nofollow" after that part, with a space in between

Add nofollow attribute to link’s HTML.

And that’s it! You can now return to the Visual tab of the WordPress editor and continue with your
post.

Make sure the domain authority is over a 50 for any site we link to using this free site checking
tool: https://smallseotools.com/domain-authority-checker

Do not link to sites that rank in the top 10 on Google for the primary or secondary keywords.

5. Tables in Posts

Include a table in posts (when needed):

Please read this post and watch the tutorial in it to understand how to implement a table:
https://www.wpbeginner.com/plugins/how-to-add-tables-in-wordpress-posts-and-pages-no-html-requir
ed/

https://smallseotools.com/domain-authority-checker
https://www.wpbeginner.com/plugins/how-to-add-tables-in-wordpress-posts-and-pages-no-html-required/
https://www.wpbeginner.com/plugins/how-to-add-tables-in-wordpress-posts-and-pages-no-html-required/


Table example picture:

They are best used for comparisons.

6. Call-to-Action

Ensure to plug our company, FutureFuel.

For example, a post like this one “The Best Student Loan Repayment Options” should mention
FutureFuel as the first option.

When writing about FutureFuel, ensure to link to the homepage or relevant conversion page.

Keep it organic.

We’re not looking for something like “Try FutureFuel today.”

The blog is about providing value so let’s keep that way.



7. Titles and URL Structure

Keep URL structure short with the primary keyword(s) in it.

For titles, aim to put the primary keyword in the front. This is always possible.

Ideally, use brackets at the end of your title to explain what’s in it.

Brackets increase the click-through rate from Google.

Here’s an example bracket and keyword at the front of the title from Self-Publishing School.

Make it Look Good

Never end a section with H2 title on a picture: Always end on text.



Example:

Next, make sure to leave several spaces at the bottom of every article.

You can do this by adding a space to a paragraph (not just adding a new paragraph - actually need to
hit the space button in it)

This way the share button line or comment box isn’t right next to the text as in the example below:


